
Lisa Adams, Funhouse, Photo Courtesy of rdfaFunhouse â€“ New Gallery, Lively Group Showrdfa, los angelesthrough November 20, 2021Written by Genie DavisWelcome to the Funhouse: A Celebration of Los Angeles
Painting, a large group show in a compact space packed plenty of punch at RDFA. The Rory Devine Fine Arts gallery is a terrific newcomer to the Adams district.The exhibition, which just closed November 20th, featured
43 artists, a number of whom are represented by the gallery. Artists in the exhibition included Lisa Adams, Joshua Aster, Hilary Baker, Paddy Campanaro, Cole Case, Helen Chung, Brian Cooper, Michael Coughlan,
Sydney Croskery, Cherie Benner Davis, Jonathan Donaldson, Doug Edge, Sam Erenberg, Samantha Fields, Michelle Fierro, Robert Fontenot, Luke Forsyth, Alexa Gilweit, Pamela Jorden, Marion Lane, Robert Levine,
Matt Lifson, Cathy Lightfoot, Liz Markus, Dan McCleary, Lester Monzon, Khang Bao Nguyen, Beryl Odette, Chris Pate, Kristopher Raos, Adam Ross, Sonja Schenk, Steven Steinman, Theodore Svenningsen, Nick
Taggart, Mary Grace Tate, Samantha Thomas, Ruben Vincent, Andrew West, H K Zamani, and Jody Zellen.The variety of work was staggering. Shown salon style, the painted works ranged from figurative to abstract,
and were primarily created during the pandemic. Because of that, many were quite intimate, expressing a kind of inchoate longing for other places or times, as well as some of the challenges and emotions experienced
during this intense period. It also is a quintessentially Los Angeles show, not only because of the Southern California artists who created it, but because of the colors of the show, many of which were as vibrant as an LA
sunset.Cherie Benner Davis reveled in hot pink with the background to her mysterious-looking space flower in â€œWierdo 2,â€• with orange roots exploding beneath the ground. Likewise, Liz Markus, with her bright
â€œCotton Candy T-Rex,â€• and Khang Bao Nguyen with his swirling pastel purple, blue, and pink meditative mandala/portal, â€œLeaping Through Moments of Becoming.â€• Michael Coughlanâ€™s lovely, blurred
abstract landscape, â€œUntitled (New Smyrna / Titusville)â€• offered a streak of a pink through rich green. Coughlanâ€™s work, almost like a pin-hole photograph if that type of image was to be painted, proved as
meditative as Nguyenâ€™s, both evoking something outside, or perhaps beyond this reality. Beryl Odetteâ€™s slightly blurred impressionistic flowers were another riveting mix of red and pink bloom and chroma-key blue
background.Ruben Vincentâ€™s turquoise â€œCyanolite (Wizard Tears),â€• created with resin and acrylic on linen wrapped wooden panel recalled both gemstones and ocean spray. Cole Caseâ€™s brilliant azure sky
formed the backdrop for his oil painting â€œSplit Pea Soup,â€• an olive-green bowl of which is held by a wise-looking elderly man in front of a paler dull-green fence. Jonathan Donaldsonâ€™s â€œStand Outâ€• features
a protruding piece of driftwood jutting from what appears to be an intense cerulean blue body of water.Lisa Adamâ€™s â€œLife on the Prairieâ€• presents a strange and sad little shack resting on an open field, positioned
against a fierce pink sky on bright green grass that seems to reflect the final light. A fluttering salmon-colored curtain and a half-bust of a statue are surreal additions. Alexa Gilweitâ€™sÂ â€œWalkaboutâ€• centers on a
vivid pink figure protruding from a landscape of patterned abstraction, pale blue water behind freshly leaved green trees, all seemingly dripping down around what could be a phantasm. Theodore Svenningsenâ€™s
â€œUntitledâ€• text work is a rainbow of color.Robert Levineâ€™s figurative, silvery grey â€œPhone,â€• a depiction of a rare and iconic actual phone booth, was one of the few exceptions to the explosion of color on the
walls.Among other notable and transportive works are Samantha Fieldsâ€™ â€œExposure,â€• the water-rich teal blue work of Sydney Croskery, and graceful works from Sonja Schenck, and HK Zamani, among many
others.RDFA is located at 3209 W. Washington Blvd. in the Adams district.Tim Hawkinson &#8211; Drip Drawings, Installation View, Photo Courtesy of PRJCTLA.Drawings That Drip, Ideas That SoarPRJCTLA, Los
AngelesThrough January 15, 2022Written by Lorraine HeitzmanOne can be relatively assured that any Tim Hawkinson show will reveal his prodigious curiosity, sly humor and impressive craftsmanship, and Drip Drawings
is no exception. In the vast, brightly lit space of Carl Bergâ€™s alternative gallery, PRJCTLA, Hawkinsonâ€™s large black and white optical drawings flaunt his conceptual bent while providing a pleasing visceral
experience. Contour ink lines are cleverly manipulated into convex and concave shapes that in turn generate a strong vibrational pull, activating the room. The dizzying repetition and the points where the lines and shapes
intersect generate simple optical effects in drawings that range in complexity from singular images to multiple drawings displayed in grids. Individually they exude a sparse, cold geometry that has a graphic punch.
Collectively, they tell the story of the ingenious, mechanical technology that brought them to life.The cerebral quality of Hawkinsonâ€™s work predominates in this show, and clearly the artist revels in the delight of
invention. His interest in Â creative problem solving is apparent from his early sculptures to more recent large-scale sound installations. Hawkinson titled Drip Drawings very literally after the process he used to make the
drawings, and he also includes a video showing himself at work, in effect demonstrating the technique and demystifying their construction. He doesnâ€™t try to hide his methodology, instead he shows his hand, saying in
effect, that the invention is not only the pleasurable part, it is the essence of his work. Carefully applying black ink to smooth synthetic paper, Hawkinson allows the ink to drip and controls where the drips start and stop
with specifically designed tools. By rotating the paper, he harnesses gravity to create the pristine designs, save for the occasional blips where the drips went awry.Unlike conceptual artists who favor ideas or puns at the
expense of the appearance of the objects they display, Hawkinson can be meticulous about the execution of his work. The irony is that one suspects he isnâ€™t all that invested in the form his ideas take because his
ideas take precedence. These drawings are primarily about the way they were made and the inventiveness of the process. If you compare his mark making to other artworks that played with repeating contour lines, such
as Martin Ramirezâ€™ drawings or Frank Stellaâ€™s black paintings, Hawkinsonâ€™s drawings skew towards the intellectual side of the spectrum. He eschews romantic ideas about art for a systematic approach.
Systems are fascinating, but perhaps they are even more satisfying when the visuals are in service of emotional content.The visual tension in Drip Drawings is similar to optical art we have seen before, but the greater
tension here is between the idea and the object. Up close, the drawings possess all the charm of ink jet prints on copy paper, lacking tactile and surface appeal, and that makes sense since Hawkinson has transformed
himself into a mechanical printer. The absence of richness and materiality undermine the drawings as fully realized objects, but perhaps ideas are enough. Others may want the images to be treated as more than ideas,
still, Drip Drawings has a tremendous visual impact that is reinforced by the totality of the installation. It is a dynamic looking show that immerses the viewer inside the optical effects of Hawkinsonâ€™s art, and squarely
inside his creative process.Tim Hawkinson &#8211; Drip DrawingsNovember 13, 2021 â€“ January 15, 2022PRJCTLA1452 E. Sixth StreetLos Angeles, CA 90021The Atone Project, Joseph DeLappe, Photo Credit Sarah
DeLappe.Mourning Has Broken â€“ Joseph DeLappeWritten by Genie DavisThe inspiration to take on projects focused on elements of mourning and remembrance has been a part of artist Joseph DeLappeâ€™s work for
many years. According to DeLappe, his most recent work, The Atone Project was â€œa quite spontaneous reaction to finding myself in New York City during the 20th anniversary of the 9/11 attacks.â€•Currently living in
Scotland, on a visit to see his daughter in the New York area, his thoughts became focused on the anniversary only after arriving in the city. At the same time, heâ€™d been closely following the military exit from
Afghanistan the month before and was aware of â€œthe horrible drone strike on the Ahmadi family on the 29th of August in Kabul. My work over the past decade has largely focused on drone warfare, working on drone
related projects, and doing my best as an artist to call attention to the moral implications of the use of these remote killing machines and the devastating effects their use has had on civilian populations.â€• He notes that
the strike in Kabul was not atypical; the difference in the exposure of the mistaken â€œover the horizon attackâ€• that killed the Ahmadis, was due to members of the press already nearby.DeLappe went to the 9/11
memorial to make rubbings of the names of the Ahmadi family. He made a rubbing of each family memberâ€™s first name, taking letters from the names inscribed on the memorial to create composite names in their
honor.The artistâ€™s work links the memorialization of the 2,983 civilians named at the 9/11 memorial and the estimated 71,000 civilians who have been killed in the Afghan and Pakistan war zone since 2001. DeLappe
says the project is all about who is remembered and mourned, as well as why and in what way. The question of whether atonement and forgiveness can truly occur is something he wishes to answer.The idea behind The
Atone Project began ten years prior to his most recent visit to New York. â€œ[At that time] I was in New York for the tenth anniversary of 9/11. I had directed a project called iraqimemorial.org, an online open call and
exhibition of imagined memorials to the many hundreds of thousands of civilian deaths in the Iraq war. This project was a direct reaction to the 9/11 memorial, addressing themes of memorial and atonement.â€•He
explains that â€œThe iraqimemorial.org project was featured at an exhibition at the Elizabeth Foundation for the Arts, opening on 9/9/2011. It was several days later, after the official opening of the 9/11 memorial at the
World Trade Center site, when â€¦I had the idea of making rubbings, but to build the names of Iraqi civilians who had been killed. I didnâ€™t follow through on the idea at the time. This idea resurfaced while in the city this
past September â€“ making rubbings of the names of the Ahmadi family just seemed entirely fitting and necessary.â€•DeLappe asserts that in his ongoing, 20-year conversation about just who is remembered, heâ€™s
struck by the fact of, â€œOur inability as Americans to truly own up to the devastating effect our foreign interventions have had on civilian populations.â€• He explains that â€œI was moved to engage in my work over
these past decades largely from reading endless reports on the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq in the American press. U.S. soldiersâ€™ deaths were constantly the focus â€“ civilian deaths, which vastly exceeded those of
our soldiers, were often not mentioned or literally secondary if mentioned at all.â€• He adds that â€œThe murder of the Ahmadi family is part of a larger and systemic use of technologized violence. The sad constant over
these past twenty years is that we as Americans are incapable of moving beyond our belief in our exceptionalist status in the world, that we are the â€˜good guysâ€™ in all things â€“ there is an ideology in place that
simply seems to block out any deep consideration of our actions on the world stage.â€•As to atonement itself, DeLappe says â€œAtonement is basically something that you do to express your sorrow for something that
you did. Iâ€™m not entirely sure what I have discovered about atonement, save that in sharing actions such as The Atone Project with others, it is an opportunity to both personally make a gesture of atonement but also
to perhaps pass the sentiment on to others.â€• He explains that â€œâ€¦it is a way to express something that is profoundly important and largely missing from the current dialogue regarding our actions abroad. My act of
atonement at the 9/11 site is about the Ahmadi family â€“ creating their names at that very loaded site. This was meaningful and an intensely personal way of making a gesture of remembrance and sorrow.â€•As an artist,
DeLappe believes this work is a logical culmination of his work as both an artist and activist over the past two decades. As with other projects, he says he seeks a way â€œfor me, as an individual, to create work that
hopefully connects, informs and moves others to think and maybe take action against the injustices of U.S. militarism and to call f
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